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Cambridge University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 288 pages. Dimensions:
9.2in. x 6.0in. x 0.7in.Poetry Realized in Nature shows Coleridges method at work and, more
generally, explores German philosophical science, Naturphilosophie, and the relations between
science and romantic thought. It combines a biographical approach with intellectual history,
reconstructing Coleridges imaginative enterprise across the whole range of the physical and life
sciences. Coleridge strove for coherence in all realms of thought, and so the ways in which he
explored scientific ideas illuminate all aspects of his inquiring spirit. He sought self-knowledge,
which required a knowledge of man and mind in relation to nature and God. There was,
accordingly, an intimate relationship between his theology and philosophy, and his ideas about the
natural world. Science functioned as a touchstone in his philosophy, thus indirectly reinforcing his
theology. The ideas he derived from science also bore directly on his critical doctrines, including the
theory of imagination. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Definitely among the best publication We have possibly read through. I really could comprehended everything using this published e ebook. Its been written
in an exceedingly straightforward way and it is simply a er i finished reading through this ebook through which basically altered me, change the way i
believe.
-- Mr . Ma la chi B lock-- Mr . Ma la chi B lock

It in just one of the most popular ebook. It really is full of wisdom and knowledge You are going to like just how the blogger create this pdf.
-- Roosevelt O 'K eefe-- Roosevelt O 'K eefe
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